Observation 


Cherry’s hands were sweating her fingers trembled as she read the letter. It was printed on heavy paper with a clear water mark it looked official in every way a very formal looking communication. The ominous communication was delivered by courier and signed for, sent from the that of the local Psychiatric institute , and poor Cherry was the recipient. "The addressee has failed a written psychiatric test administered as a routine procedure. The addressee For failing to fully complete the test is required for 20 days in observation, for failing the contents of the test is required for 20 days in observation. For attempting to avoid taking the test the addressee is required for 20 days in observation. All of the patients observation periods are to be carried out consecutively." The words stood out menacingly on the letter why did they need to spend so much time observing her?. 

"I guess I made a really poor decision. That's an real understatement!" Cherry 
thought. Speeding through the test and missing sections was bad and trying to avoid taking the test in the first place wasn't the smartest thing to do. Now she was faced with this letter. It indicated that if she did not voluntarily commit herself a court order sectioning her would be served where she could spend two years as a minimum in a high security psychiatric institution. The letter indicated she would receive far better treatment as a voluntary patient thought it was a little vague on qualifying what better treatment would count as. She never dreamed that she could land up in an institution For two months for failing the silly test! 

She was to report to the reception of the Hospitals psychiatric wing within 24 hours, to commit herself to be observed for 60 days, or a warrant would be issued for her forced commitment and she would be dragged in, that could result in an indefinite committal for a minimum of two years in the infamous Sunny views Asylum rather than the local hospital, the decision was easy. Cherry’s heart raced as she entered the Hospital , and approached the Nurse at the front desk of the psychiatric ward. The nurse on reception was a striking blonde woman, a quite beautiful woman beneath the uniform thought maybe the tight uniform helped to emphasise the fact. She smiled briefly at Cherry. Cherry reluctantly handed over the letter she had been carrying around and her id. Cherry felt a little better it couldn’t be that bad right sitting at home and thinking about the worst that could happen had to be worse that what was actually going to come? 

The nurse smiled again and said, "Please have a seat. We will show you to your room shortly, the duty physiatrist will see you after you have been settled in." 
There was a reception room with lines of seats. Cherry slowly and carefully walked over 
to the nearest seat and sat down. Nervously Cherry noted that there were points on each seat to lock someone down quite securely. A few minutes later the nurse had finished whatever paperwork she was doing and walked over to cherry. "Cherry isn’t it, this is a standard procedure would you kindly stand up come over to me and turn around," The nurse put on a very reasonable professional voice like submitting to her was the most normal thing in the world. 

Cherry was very nervous her eyes were drawn to the imposing figure of the nurse and the restraints that casually adorned her equipment belt there seemed to be places for half a dozen restraints some quite formidable Cherry got the impression that messing with the nurse would be a bad idea. She very nervously got up and moved forwards. The nurse seemed to move in a flash one second a pair of really thick heavy brass looking handcuffs were in a holder in her belt the next second they were open in her hand hungrily waiting for cherry. Cherry gulped and stopped just short of the nurse, the nurse gestured with a finger spinning it around  the nurse held her right arm tightly in a no nonsense grip almost waiting for cherry to resist in the slightest so she would have an excuse to put her in an arm-lock. She twisted Cherry’s wrist and applied one cuff. Cherry dared not to resist as the second cuff firmly gripped her left wrist. The metal was heavy the cuffs were very substantial but they were also warm where they had been press up against the nurse. The nurse tightened the cuffs a little to remove any trace of slack cherry let out an involuntary whine and shuddered the nurse took a key and double locked the cuffs in two places so that there was no way they could accidentally be closed further and cause any damage a nervous cherry tried to move her wrists they were staying side by side for the immediate future however long that was going to be.

Cherry was becoming more nervous by the minute the clattering and clinking of more metal from behind her was a signal for her heart to start beating more loudly in her chest. The nurse knelt down next to her “don’t try anything or you will regret it”. The nurse wrapped a steel band around cherry’s left ankle, she was being cuffed with a larger pair of ankle cuffs. The band around her ankle was tightened firm but not yet uncomfortable. Cherry slowed her breathing and tried to show willingness compliance to the nurse by moving her right leg closer she was co-operating she would be a good patient she told herself. She looked down to see that the leg cuffs were very short linked by a large sturdy six inch bar she would barely be able to walk at a shuffle. The nurse secured the cuffs checked they were tight then gently pushed cherry on the shoulder she started to walk forwards slowly and ineffectually shuffling “s… so I am going in for observation” she paused questioning “ two months maximum stay?”. The nurse laughed “two months minimum stay dear”.

Cherry slowed down to a standstill she was in no position to resist but she felt her body freezing up she wasn’t thinking logically the point where this protest would make any difference was gone yet she made it non the less. There was a tut of disapproval from the nurse and suddenly Cherry felt her elbows being pulled upwards it hurt a lot and forced her to bend over. She shrieked in surprise and was forced towards the security door. It was designed to be intimidating like something from ancient times a modern equivalent of a dungeon door a solid sheet of steel with redundant reinforcing bars travelling up and down it. Cherry caught her foot on the threshold and stumbled inside. She got a good look at the back of the door as it locked shut with an ominous permanent echoing sound bolts engaged top and bottom and into the sides heavy automated piston devices she had no way of opening even if her hands were free. The nurse set about some sort of redundant locking procedure there were more beeps and whistles and mechanical whirring the door was now even more impossible to open as a second set of internal magnetic bolts engaged.

The nurse turned around and looked at Cherry practically licking her lips she had a dominant menacing tone in her voice. “My dear According to our codes of practice you are listed as a dangerous patient and I am going to treat you as such you are classified as a danger to staff and likely to attempt escape”. Cherry shook her head nervously. The nurse continued the pitch of her voice slowly rising “Any and all redundant security measures can be applied to such a category of patients and they will all be used on you my sweet little Cherry as I deem it is required, for the entire duration of your stay you are going to spend it in a position that will make your current one seem quite free”. Cherry shook her head “this has to be a joke” she stopped and looked at the nurse eyes they were going to keep her tied up tighter than she could imagine she really didn’t want to imagine. After two months she shuddered to think what effect it would have on her mind or body the cuffs were already causing her to panic. The worse part is she had co-operated when she should have gone for a medical review or a lawyer or anything else but that option was in a world the other side of that menacing door which would not be opening for her any time soon. 

Cherry could feel the reasoning parts of her mind shutting down overwhelmed by her rapidly beating heart and rising panic. The threats from the nurse were the last straw she panicked and tried to resist screaming and begging alternately at the top of her voice while trying to dig her heels in to impede the nurse taking her to her cell. She tried to shake her off wildly flailing her bound arms about. Cherry could see a row of doors to her far left they must have been the cells that the nurse told her about one of them would be her final destination. Slowly bit by bit she was dragged forward.

The nurse smiled and called out there was some kind of break room or guard room to the right “Kelly, can you be a dear I have a patient that needs a little help to control her”. A rather striking blond nurse stepped out of the room and into Cherry’s field of view. “its my pleasure to help you Rachel and with such a pretty little thing” the nurses grabbed one of cherry’s arms each and pulled upwards until her shoulders felt like they would pop out form there joints and she was bent over. Cherry stopped her futile struggling and started to blub as the defeated woman was marched down the hall and into her cell. “please is too tight you can let my arms go”. Rachel patted her on the bottom “nonsense you get the nice heavy treatment from hear on” they pulled her arms even further up her back Cherry was pushed into the cell it was clean and very heavily padded floor ceiling walls even the back of the door no noise would escape once the door was shut even the light in the ceiling was locked behind bars in its own little cage.  The nurse Kelly disappeared for a second and returned with a large duffle bag.

The door to the cell clanged shut with an ominous finality Cherry was locked inside the room with the two nurses. She would rather be locked in hear by herself without the company but that was not to be. She had an ominous feeling in the pit of her stomach that things were going to suddenly get a lot worse for her. There was a loud thump as the duffle bag hit the floor causing Cherry to wince with surprise. Rachel darted over to the bag and opened it up she removed a wicked pair of shears and a black plastic sack. She through the sack onto the floor.

Rachel looked at cherry hungrily like a predator that had corned her prey “normally we have to un-cuff someone and allow them to strip but you put up a fight so we can do it the fun way and peel you like a banana”. She smirked as nurse Kelly put cherry in a head lock “don’t make any noise or we might slip”. Cherry whimpered as the shears cut right through her jacket what had once been a reasonably fashionable attire was reduced to a few scraps of fabric in seconds. The nurse cut her skirt off not even bothering to unzip it.  Cherry’s eyes flashed red that was one of her favourites but she quickly swallowed the rebellious look. Rachel came to her three inch heels she didn’t bother to un strap them she simply cut through the leather ruining a perfectly good pair of shoes with two snips.

Rachel pulled down her patients pantyhose rubbing her hand along Cherry’s smooth toned legs in the process. Cherry didn’t dare resist as they were cut away, her ankles were not released as the fabric was cut. She wept as quite an expensive cream blouse was reduced to rags. Her hands balled into fists as her bra was cut in two and her large round breasts swung free. She was now naked apart from a pair of black thong panties Rachel savoured the act slowly tracing the tip of the scissors around the edge of Cherry’s last garment. A whining sound escaped Cherry’s lips then as quick as lightning one snip and her last bit of modesty was gone. Cherry turned red as a beetroot from embarrassment she tried to pull her hands around in a futile gesture to cover herself up but she was not going to be able to protect her modesty in the smallest way. Rachel pulled some sort of kit from the bag it looked like some sort of weird kitchen implement a tub of some ominous compound and a pair of rubber gloves. Cherry tried to protest to step back but the nurse squeezed her neck and clamped a hand over her mouth.

Rachel smiled “we have to give you a little search just in case you have hidden any contraband on you”. Cherry tried to offer assurance that she didn’t have anything on her and that no search would be necessary. But as she opened her mouth the strange metal implement was shoved between her teeth. Rachel operated a handle on the side and Cherry found her jaw levered open by two springy bits of metal that fitted behind her teeth. Rachel put on the rubber gloves and started to search Cherry her search consisted of poking around in her mouth running her hands through her hair squeezing and gripping her breasts then feeling over her long legs. Cherry burned red as the nurse lubricated a glove then slowly worked a finger inside cherry’s pussy then two fingers then three it was humiliating and embarrassing. Cherry was forced to bend over Rachel put more lubricant on the glove and then started to play with rather than search cherry’s back hole. She spewed a garbled indignant and ultimately indecipherable protest into her gag. Then the nurses swapped places and Kelly searched all through her body again. Finally she was left in a corner sobbing as the two nurses removed the shreds of her clothing and put it into a plastic bag that went back into the duffle bag.

Rachel turned to cherry “get your ass over hear and turn around” it was barked as a non-negotiable order. Cherry slowly wobbled to her feet and got up she shuffled over to the nurse. Kelly removed the jaw spreader and Cherry signed in relief working her jaw. Slowly she turned around facing a wall. Rachel started to fiddle with the cuffs. “these cuffs are wonderful I can reconfigure them into hinged handcuffs”. A key fitted into a slot on the cuffs there were a few turns and then suddenly the cuffs moved, a hinge between them released they were no longer rigid. Rachel was enjoying tinkering with the cuffs “you already know that they double lock so you cant accidentally cut off your own circulation. But even if I gave you the key you have no chance of getting out as the key holes are the other side of the cuffs pointing up you are completely helpless without us”.

There seemed to be some sort of mechanism in the cuffs that allowed Rachel to very precisely adjust the tightness of the thick solid handcuffs. She inserted a key and slowly turned, it very slowly the cuffs became very very tight. “please can you stop its starting to hurt please” she had more than a hind of desperation in her voice. Rachel laughed
“you have no say in what happens to you , as soon as you walked through that door your body became mine to restrain as tightly as I see fit”. Rachel looked at Kelly and nodded the two nurses pounced on cherry dragging her off her feet and pressing her into the hard padded floor face down on her stomach her naked breast pressed uncomfortably into the canvas. Kelly sat on her back while Rachel started to tinker with the cuffs around her ankles.

Cherry panicked but the weight of the nurse kept her held down “are you insane get off me what the hell are you talking about” she screamed out. Rachel grinned she had a key in one part of the ankle cuff and the spreader bar popped losses from its fitting the cuff remained securely attached around Cherry’s dainty ankle. “we are doing our job so that you cant hurt yourself or anyone else and one of the perks of that job is to restrain pretty little girls like you in the most stringent way we can imagine possible”. Cherry became more desperate as the spreader bar was disconnected from the second metal cuff. “There was nothing on the paperwork this has to be a mistake”. Kelly laughed her long legs worked around cherry and tightly gripped her squeezing. Rachel continued “for your own good sweet little Cherry pie you need to be put into heavy bondage steel and leather. Hogtied so you cant squirm gagged and hooded so your screams don’t bother the other patients”.

Rachel pushed Cherry’s ankles together the two halved of the shackle clicked together to form a second large pair of hinged handcuffs. the key holes were facing up but when they were finished they would be pointing away from Cherry’s fingers.
Cherry was still trying to come to terms with what they were going to do to her she pleaded “your joking right” even she didn’t sound convincing “gagged you don’t need to gag me I don’t have to sleep with a gag do I”?. Rachel smiled “All that and more you wont have one tiny bit of freedom until the observation period is over”. Cherry made a very small whimpering sound. Rachel nodded to Kelly “ok lets get cherry pie secured for her own good in a nice tight hogtie so she cant cause any trouble”.

Cherry had heard the word before but her mind was getting fogy from panic she dared to ask “a hogtie what’s that?” she was puzzled and apprehensive of the answer. Kelly giggled “don’t worry were going to show you”. Rachel grabbed Cherry’s ankles around the cuffs “co operate and lift your legs straight up your back further good girl”. Cherry was puzzled the ankle cuffs and the hand cuffs were next to each other. Rachel inserted a key into the back of the ankle cuffs and turned “these are a marvellous set I turn a key and a pair of bolts an inch long click out I then just line them up and pushed them in and presto instant hogtie”. Cherry felt her legs pulled then she heard the click suddenly Rachel let her go cherry tried to straighten out her curved body but the two pairs of cuffs might as well have been welded together
Rachel patted her on the bottom “that my dear is a hogtie isn’t it nice and tight you cant cause any mischief” Rachel started to tickle Cherry along the sides of her body she squirmed and found how little freedom she had, Cherry tested her bonds really tight really secure.

Kelly approached behind cherry and started to wrap a thin leather belt around her elbows after three or four turns she buckled it and pulled it very tight. Cherry grunted as her elbows and upper arms were forced back until they were touching stringently behind her back the belt was buckled and locked. Rachel spoke up “Cherry don’t you wish there was a way you could convince us that you would be a good patient and we didn’t need to secure you any more stringently. ”of course anything” cherry pleaded Rachel reached down and squeezed Cherry’s breast she then pulled up her skirt and pulled her red silk panties down around her ankles cherry found her nose tight up against Rachel’s crotch. Her head tightly scissored between the nurses powerful thighs with a warning squeeze she started to put her tong to work trying to convince the nurse of her good will. 

Fifteen minutes later Rachel orgasamed she took a minute to compose herself pulling her skirt down and her knickers up “I am terribly sorry Cherry but that was not good enough we will have to continue to restrain you maybe even more harshly because of your poor performance”.

Kelly placed a small squishy rubber or silicone ball in Cherry’s right hand. She spoke "Now be a good little patient and squeeze this ball as tightly as you can. It’s a test to see how your muscles are coping," Cherry didn’t think about it she just squeezed the ball with as much force as she could. Rachel placed a second ball in her left hand immediately cherry griped that one as tightly as she could. The two nurses acted as one. Pouches made of some tight leather were forced over her hands by the nurses. They hand laced which were pulled tight then there was the sound of a zip and a strap. Rachel sounded quite pleased with herself "I can’t believe you fell for that these are called immobiliser mittens. They are made of a leather and they are very effective the leather is wet as it dries it will contract the balls are made of a heat sensitive rubber mixture they will expand with your body heat filling in any gaps then harden. They are quite hard to remove after they have been applied but the perfect thing for keeping dangerous little girls in line these lock on with a key, there is one copy only I have it." 
The mitten was quickly becoming very tight over Cherry’s hand her fingers were starting to go numb. Cherry felt a strange tingling sensation on her skin where it was covered by the mitten.  The ball in her palm prevented her from closing her hands at all. It was complete overkill the mittens on top of the horribly tight cuffs. Cherry could feel the same tingling sensation. Kelly lent in close “These leather restraints are coated inside with medical adhesive its very strong activated by body heat even if you got them unlocked you wouldn’t be able to get yourself free without the correct solvent”. A look of horror passed over cherry’s face she didn’t believe that the nurse was joking.

Rachel smirked and went to the bag she smiled as she pulled out a rolled up tube of leather she made sure that Cherry could see the black leather device unroll so that she got a very good look at all the buckles and laces straps and locks. Kelly whispered into Cherry’s ear “this my little cherry pie is a special treat its called the bitch tamer if you think your arms are in pain now or if you think that your bound securely you haven’t seen anything yet”. Cherry could only gasp as Rachel explained its purpose in sadistic detail “it’s a layer of premium grade leather reinforced with a sheet of Kevlar on the inside it fits over your arms from the top of your shoulder to the tips of your balled fingers its designed to work with those fantastic mittens and cuffs see the notch cut into the leather it slips over the cuffs a few clasps and a zip and its ready to be tightened over your arms everything will be pinned so tightly together your going to be practically begging us to cut your arms off at the shoulder so you don’t have to feel them there are locking reinforcing straps every three inches very secure completely pointless but so much fun to apply” Cherry garbled an incoherent panicked protest.

Rachel began to stroke the restraint “this is going to make it very hard for you to misbehave and of course it’s going on as tightly as humanly possible”. Cherry tried to struggle but with the severity of the hogtie she could barely move as the two nurses applied the sheath practically giggling with sadistic glee. It was a slow process the sheath was fed between the two liked cuffs there was a special notch to accommodate the joint of the cuffs then the mittens fitted into a bag at the end of the sleeve. The sleeve was laid out over her arms then a set of laces was threaded and drawn taught. There was still a gap. The straps were applied and tightened giving some slack to the laces the laces were tightened until the gap finally closed the straps were temporarily released and a zip was applied over the laces then the straps were applied and locked as tight as possible two thick heavy straps came over her shoulders and under her arms crossing above her breasts so tight that Cherry’s flesh bulged either side. The two nurses were starting to sweat from the exertion and it must have taken them at least twenty minutes but when they were finished they stepped back and looked at there handy work with satisfaction. Of course Cherry was not enjoying there handy work with her arms nearly wrenched out of her shoulder sockets with the tightness of the applied arm binder.

Cherry shook her head the leather on her arms was to tight it creaked at the slightest movement the slightest shift in her position to try and gain a bit of relief, Cherry could feel the tingling sensation the armbinder had been coated with the surgical glue.  There was absolutely no slack anywhere along the entire length of the binder. The zipper was locked shut the straps were so tight the leather and cherry’s flesh bulged underneath them the nurses checked the two straps at the top of the binder some how they got the thick straps another two notches tighter then locked them in place. the tight restraint forced Cherry’s breasts to bulge obscenely, pushed into the rough canvas another little piece of discomfort. Cherry sucked in what oxygen she could "Please it’s to far!" Cherry paused for breath then Continued. "I have rights this is inhuman you shouldn’t teat an animal like this!" 

Rachel rolled Cherry onto her back “believe it or not but we have many more restraints. We could still make your continued stay far more unpleasant now you have a second opportunity to prove your willingness to cooperate”. Cherry looked up as Kelly pulled up her skirt and removed her black thong. soon Cherry’s head was between Kelly’s thighs tightly gripped licking for all she was worth Kelly grabbed Cherry’s nipples and twisted them about giving her extra encouragement.

Kelly got up and adjusted her clothes “not good enough miss I think that was your last chance” she paused and grinned “I think the regulations say we have to tighten the restraints on those lovely legs of yours”.

Each nurse grabbed a large leather sheath from the duffle bad Kelly took the right leg Rachel took the left. Rachel explained as she manpowered the leather other Cherry’s leg. "these leg binders are like the arm restraint designed to work with these beautiful cuffs, see the notch in the leather to accommodate the cuff, this bit goes over your foot its very tight and rigid so say you could use your toes to operate a key well soon you wont even be able to wiggle them it will be like they are in a permanent en point position,. I am going to sew your calf to your thigh, your ankle will be welded to your butt. Of course it’s redundant but we reinforce the binding with these thick leather straps on ratchets they will be tightened around your doubled up limb." she explained gloating. 

The two nurses worked away Kelly on the left leg Rachel on the right. The binders were carefully positioned with her dainty feet pulled into the ends of the leather completely immobilised like they were levered into a boot two sizes two small. The laces were carefully threaded then meticulously tightened one eyelet at a time the nurses put all there body weight behind the laces pulling poor cherry about as they struggled to get the leather ever tighter.
There was pressure on her thighs around her knee’s she could feel the stress in her calf muscles she was so immobile. The last two very wide straps were applied they were stiff an heavy and on the ratchet straps. they became so tight locked in place one per limb they covered nearly a third of her folded limb. Again Cherry could feel the tingling on her skin this would be a long term addition to her predicament.  It was just another layer of restraint tightly wrapping cherry teaching her one thing that hope of escape was impossible.

When they were finished Cherry’s poor sexy legs were wrapped just as tightly as her poor arms any form of escape was a distant and fading memory the leather sheaths were like a tight second skin exerting pressure from the top of her thigh to the tip of her toe she had another itch and no way to scratch it.

"Are you quite finished now?" Cherry snapped angrily struggling futilely to show her lack of movement. "You know eventually I am going to get out even if it is after two months in the end you wont get away with treating me like this!" 
Rachel stroked her Cherry’s chin "No I am not quite happy yet. What do you think, Kelly, should we gag her next?" a giggling Rachel asked. 

Kelly got something from the bag holding it in front of Cherry it was a huge red rubber ball, far bigger than a base ball. It had a multitude of straps buckles and locks emanating from one side of the gag. Cherry took a good long look at the intimidating sphere. "Look, please mercy I promise I won't make any noise you don't have to gag me," Cherry pleaded with a frightened look in her eyes, they did not seem to hear her. "We called this the silencer is a high security head harness ball gag, miss cherry pie." Rachel explained. "It is designed to keep this giant red rubber ball tightly wedged into your sweet little mouth. Once it goes in no more annoying little sounds come out screaming at the top of your lungs you might be able to mew like a kitten. Once correctly applied it cant be removed unless you have the key which you wont not that you could even use a key at this point. The straps will hold this nice big ball in-between your pretty lips so you cant make any more silly comments its really effective we insist you try it.”
"I swear no sound unless you say so!" Cherry pleaded she was becoming hysterical! But she was still talking" don’t I won't let you put that horrible thing in my mouth!" 

The two nurses reacted quickly before Cherry could really work out what was going on they must have carried out this operation so many times on so many unwilling women. Rachel was behind Cherry leaning on her back her hands griping her hair pulling her head back quite roughly before cherry could even let out a gasp of pain Kelly had already shoved the first third of the ball between her lips. Cherry tried to bite down but it made little difference the nurse was an expert at using her hands to force the rubber invader deep inside cherry’s stretched and protesting jaw. Rachel helped from behind buckling the main strap and pulling it tight the combination of the two of them working in a team soon hand cherry’s jaw stretched beyond what she thought was its limit at the mercy of the huge sphere the main strap was checked then locked the strap cut deeply into her cheeks but she had no way to complain. More straps followed under her chin over her nose and behind her head all of them pulled painfully tight and locked ensuring that she bit down hard on the ball she could not mover her tong her jaw her lips were stretched wide around the ball in a grotesque parody of her normal look. Cherry tried to scream and shout but she had no luck the gag was so huge the straps so tight Jenifer and Kelly would have to listen quite hard to hear what she was trying to say.

Rachel looked at Kelly and smiled “our little Cherry pie cant make any noise she won’t be interrupting us any time soon”. Kelly grinned evilly looking at the bag. “I have a little extra to make that gag a bit better and teach her to keep quiet”. Kelly pulled out a thick piece of leather from the bag it was practically square with four straps and buckles coming away from it at opposite edges it seemed to be lined with some sort of padding. Kelly held the panel in place while Rachel secured the straps behind Cherry’s head cherry slowly felt the bottom half of her face further covered slowly the ball was pushed deeper into her mouth. They tightened the straps then retightened them. Rachel gave Cherry’s nipples  a vicious hard twist she jerked her head around and tried to scream into her gag the faintest sound came through. Rachel spoke “good idea she can hardly make a sound but she can still move her head about the poor thing might hurt herself would you be a dear and get the padded posture collar”. Kelly handed her the collar Rachel wrapped the wide piece of leather around Cherry’s neck and laced it shut she was none to gentle quickly Cherry found her ability to move was very limited indeed. With considerable satisfaction Rachel zipped a panel over the laces then padlocked it shut further immobilising her patient. Kelly reached up to one tile on the wall she pulled a U shaped strap from underneath it she ran A Short, but heavy Strap from the collar and attached to the wall. Cherry would find it difficult to even roll away now.
 
Cherry was shocked her new reality was having difficult sinking in she was unable to believe what had  just happened to her what was going to continue to happen to her. She struggled for a few seconds, almost expecting the bonds to disappear as if they were a day dream, they were definitely there she was not dreaming. She continued testing the binding to see if there was any slack. After several minutes of straining and pulling, exerting every muscle she had to try and get some small leverage or slack all she had managed to do was cover her 
body with a sheen of sweat from the exertion she was panting breathlessly into her gag she stared glowering at her captors. Rachel began to laugh at her “poor little thing” the mocking caused something in her to snap Cherry began swear at the nurses screaming as loud as she could into the gag. This had no effect on the leather enveloping and subjugating her so successfully. Cherry’s mind raced frantically for a solution a bargain she could make a new contortion of her limbs that would deliver freedom anything to end this impossible helpless situation. Cherry was sure that the nurses could understand what she was trying to say even if the exact words were reduced to small moaning noises all the gag would allow. 

"Well, miss cherry pie," Rachel said. "It looks like a leather hood is needed. It is going to cover your face like a second skin. There are small holes for you to breathe through your nose but to make it a bit more restrictive there are rubber tubes that are built into the hood and go up your nose .  Otherwise there are no other openings in that thing. You are going to be in that thing for the whole time of your observation I hope you enjoy it“. 

The hood was a deep black like someone had polished the leather. It was covered with laces with straps ridiculous layers of redundancy. Cherry was very frightened she didn’t want to have her sight taken away as well . But there was no way Cherry could really fight back she didn’t want to allow that thing over her face. She strained and struggled to move, shaking her head as violently as she could. But with the hogtie and the collar her best was just plain laughable she stood no chance.

Rachel smiled as she slowly lowered the intimidating piece of leather over her patient she was deliberately slowing it down indulging in a bit of theatrics. With the constricting leather and crushing steel already applied to her body Cherry had no hope of resisting. The hood was one single tailored unit with heavily reinforced lacing holes that ran from the top of the skull to the very edge of the back of the collar. The laces had already been loosened Cherry’s shaking head actually helped to work the hood tightly over her head. Cherry’s body stopped for a second then she started struggling she found new manic reserves of energy as she pulled against her tight restraints anything not to be hooded. The bonds that so tightly contained her sexy body and kept her in a neat little package were completely inescapable if she had the strength of ten women or twenty or even fifty she would have been just as helplessly bound contained in her own private intimately tightened prison.

Cherry continued to struggle as the leather was pulled completely over her head and the rubber tubes were forced up her nose. She could only compare it to falling in a pool to drowning as she was trapped in the dark finally the fitted leather lined up and she was able to suck a breath of air in through her nose. The nurse deliberately slowly laced up the hood pulling each section as taunt as it would go, smoothing it down and pulling again the leather grew tighter stretching around every contour of the frantic patient. There were pads that pushed over her eyes thick pads and more solid pads over her mouth she found her jaw becoming more accommodating as pressure from the tightly laced hood was forcing the gag ball even deeper. cherry had not believed that to be possible. At least she did not feel the tingling sensation this hood had not been treated with glue, they were intending to remove it at some point during her observation. But then that meant they were planning to do something else to her that was an unsettling thought

Rachel seemed to spend hours slowly and methodically tightening the laces of the hood her captive patients mewing sweet music. At least it seemed that way to Cherry. It was like a vice over her temples tighter then anther tug and still tighter. Not a hind of air or light as the hood was tightened hope was wrung out of cherry’s psyche there was no hope of escape only the hope that they had finally reached the limit of what they could do to her. But more was to come the laces were knotted tightly then a thick heavy zipper was drawn tight over the laces the leather creaked and protested every inch that it was pulled until with a click the zipper locked.
Tabs were clipped from the hood to the collar that went around her neck further sealing her inside her own private horrible little world. Rachel retrieved three very thick carefully shaped leather straps a two and a half inch strap was wrapped around where her eyes were it was pulled very tight then buckled and locked Rachel made sure with every muscle she had it was a tight immovable band. A second strap perhaps a little larger was worked around cherry’s already gagged mouth tightened with equal measures sadism and brutality it was locked Cherry could feel her jaw going numb. The last strap was also very wide it was tucked under her chin fed around her head over her bulging cheeks. The strap was tightened and tightened some more cherry felt her teeth sink a little into the gag. She was now having difficulty the gag seemed to be merging with her jaw the two becoming one it was a disturbing effect of the tight merciless hood.

Rachel ran two narrow straps from small "D" rings that were sewn into the toes of the leather leggings. Each thin strap ran to a third "D" ring that was riveted to the middle of the tightly applied mono-glove just above the elbows level. Each of these straps was pulled mercilessly  and locked shut with the leather as taught as a guitar string. There was just one last strap to go, Rachel thought with a smile of glee stroking her pretty prisoner down the side savouring the anticipation. She attached a wide strap from a buckle at the top of the hood just above the laces and ran it to the same large "D" ring just above poor cherry’s elbows that held her arched feet. Rachel began shortening the strap, inch by inch. Cherry’s neck arched farther back as Rachel pulled the strap tighter. They took it in turns Kelly would tug it then Rachel muffled grunts coming form there patient as they played her like some sort of perverse instrument. Finally when the nursed locked the final strap in place, Cherry could not move a muscle; they may as well have cast her in solid concrete her body was immobilized by expertly applied leather and steel yet much of her poor defenceless body was still accessible. 

Rachel nodded to Kelly. Kelly left the padded cell while Rachel took more supplies from the duffle bag. Rachel put on a pair of rubber gloves then took out a large black buttplug and jar of lube. “You need to be properly sealed up, we cant have you making a mess of this nice clean padded cell”. Cherry did not know what was coming but expected she wasn’t going to like it. Rachel continued “This is a very large inflatable butt plug its going to be filling that tight little ass of yours very soon and there‘s nothing you can do about it, then we are going to fill you with nice clean soapy water”. Rachel pushed cherry onto her side so that she had access to Cherry’s ass. Rachelle began to apply large quantities of lubricant to Cherry’s tight little ass. Cherry could do very little about it ,a Lubricated plug touched cherry’s back door she immediately tensed up, the intruder felt enormous from cherry’s perspective. Rachel grabbed one of Cherry’s defence less nipples and twisted. Cherry got the message and stopped resisting slowly the plug slid home. Cherry thought that she had reached the limit of uncomfortable unfortunately it had now been stretched even further. Kelly returned with a large bucket of hot soapy water. 

Rachelle attached a bulb to the giant butt plug and inflated it. Then Rachelle attached a different hose to the plug and administered a high volume enema to the poor patient. There was a little hand pump, it must have taken 20 minutes to fill Cherry up Rachel didn’t stop until cherry’s stomach was nice and round and full. Rachel inflated the plug a little more to be on the safe side then removed the pump and the hose. Cherry was now convinced it couldn’t get an worse but again she was proved wrong. Rachel pushed a catheter into her urethra, then using a large syringe attached to the catheter Rachel filled Cherry’s bladder with warm soapy water. Rachel then removed the syringe and clamped the catheter shut. Rachel then rolled Cherry back onto her stomach, so her full body weight was pressing down on her bloated belly.

Rachel squeezed Cherry‘s breast and patted her on her round bottom “it looks like we are safe to leave you for a bit you can relax and enjoy your room until we get back to you ”. Cherry could barely move they kept taking liberties with her poor contorted body she begged into her gag pleading for release sobbing in agony surrendering to her captors. The nurses picked up the bag opened the door then slammed it shut there was the loud click of several bolts engaging then the lights were turned off not that Cherry could really tell by the light but the faint background hum of the fluorescents that she hadn’t even noticed was now gone. Cherry was completely unaware of what was happening outside her tiny intimate prison. After twenty minutes Cherry had not been able to move an inch she lay there in the darkness her stomach knotting up. It seemed to go on and on an endless cycle of her thinking of any way she could get out of this hell. Then the manic struggling would commence, proof time and again that she could not even shift the smallest of her tight bonds. Then she would breath and catch her breath think a bit more then more struggling against her horrifically tight bondage more weeping into her merciless gag.

The slow boredom of her confinement sank in minutes turned into hours small pains grew into big pains small itches turned into maddening irritation. Cherry tried to move tried to find some way of making herself more comfortable. She was desperate there had to be something that the nurses missed some bit of slack she could exploit. There was not the slightest bit of slack from the continuous strain of the tight cuffs or the enveloping leather. It was a hopeless fight. Cherry waited bound tighter than she knew possible. The hood was so tight it was distracting disorientating the sensation overwhelming her beating down her resolve to fight this was a few hours what would two months be like she didn’t want to find out. She could not make the helmet move a fraction of an inch she was totally defeated by the restraints not even the tiniest sound could escape her lips the sphere of dominating rubber saw to that. She craved tactile input something to touch with her fingers something to run her lips against even to smell something other than the rubber tubes forced up her nose. Her only companions were the rubber and metal pinioning her limbs holding her put. 

It was an endless cycle she would struggle fight pull until her muscles screamed for her to stop until her joints were on fire. And again her bonds were implacable immobile easily holding her in place a bound patient ready to be punished further for any transgression her captors imagined that she had committed.

After another hour or two the door creaked open and the lights flickered on. Cherry became very nervous one of the nurses had returned. She herd the foot falls on the padded floor. The footsteps got closer to Cherry and she was slapped hard on the bottom. Of course Cherry had not moved far from where she had been left a millimetre or two of movement at the most she moaned into her gag begging for mercy. Rachel slowly began to undo the hood it took a long time but Cherry could feel a small flicker of hope returning. After five or ten minutes she pulled the hood off cherry blinked the light was so bright it hurt her eyes. Next came the panel gag and she breathed a little easier.

The stringent way Cherry’s body was harshly secured still made it completely impossible for her to move anything except her head even then she could only more it a couple of fractions of an inch thanks to the collar. Rachel put a glass of water on the floor and put her finger to Cherry’s lips cherry nodded understating that she had to be quiet. The nurse reached behind Cherry’s head and slowly unbuckled the stiff harness gag. Rachel pulled the ball sharply from behind her teeth; it took half a minute to work it lose Rachel pulled on the left strap then the right in a sort of sawing motion. finally it made an audible pop as it came free followed by a bit of drool that cherry couldn’t help. Cherry gasped and coughed roughly for a few moments while Rachel waited patiently "Please...  let me get some relief ..I’m bursting the enema its agony please .  I won't try to get away." Cherry tried to squirm, to turn her body around to try and show Rachel her bloated stomach. Rachel looked annoyed she reached down and firmly grasped the ball gag gesturing towards Cherry.
 
“Please don’t not that any thing but that I swear I will be quiet as a mouse”
Rachel moved the gag forwards “no I am sorry so sorry its so claustrophobic ” Rachel held one finger up to cherry’s lips cherry finally got the message to actually be quiet
The glass was held to her lips she took a nervous sip. Cherry didn’t want a drink she was already in agony. But Rachel could make her drink, so Cherry drank reluctantly. She could feel her stomach knotting already then Rachel left and returned a second glass of water was held to her lips. Cherry gulped it down trying to spill as much as possible. Rachel grinned taking the empty glass away. "Well I guess you were thirst, are you having fun so nice and snug like that ?" Rachel asked. "Would it spoil your fun if I removed the tight leather restraints the handcuffs and that tight little plug?" she grinned "please Yes, please… anything I will do anything if you let me go, I swear it" Cherry desperately pleaded. Rachel started to kiss Cherry on the lips then broke it off 
"I bet you would want me to do that, don't you?" she replayed. "But you know, cherry pie, you are going to be my bondage patient as long as I like and there is nothing you can do about it and bondage patients need to be tightly restrained at all times its for there own good!". Once more Rachel pulled up her skirt and pulled down her knickers Cherry found her head buried between the nurses silky stockings she was eager to satisfy her captor just to try and get her to release her bondage the smallest fraction. After Rachel was finished enjoying herself at Cherry’s expense she got up. 

Rachel picked up the glass the gag and disappeared after a minutes she returned she held out a new gag it looked mostly the same but somehow more solid more intimidating “aren’t you lucky this is the next size up its going to keep you a nice quite little girl”. she walked behind Cherry. Cherry strained her neck desperate to see what was going on? What was going to happen now. Rachel pulled Cherry’s head back harshly into its previous position. Cherry opened her mouth half to protest half to scream. Rachel easily pushed the new larger ball between her lips it seemed to be more flexible and would fit into area’s the first gag could not fill. Soon it was back tightly  wedging her aching jaws back into there familiar position. Cherry tried very hard to protest to beg to threaten but it was futile. The gag was easily as effective as its predecessor it might have been more comfortable so there was a chance it would be left in her mouth even longer! Cherry groaned as once again the nurse tightened every strap until it had her face in a vice like grip the nurse grunted with exertion as she buckled the straps making each one tighter on her patient. Rachel re-applied the thick panel tight as before. then  the horrifying discipline helmet that Cherry had been so unpleasantly isolated inside. Cherry shook with rage at the indignity as the hood descended. She was manic desperate to escape the tight embrace of the crushing leather. Her struggles were completely inconsequential the hood slid into place like it was made for cherry over her head. A fem minutes more and it was more tightly laced a minute more and the straps were in the same rigid position. A few more seconds and the final strap leading from the top of the hood was tightly attached to the "D" linking it to the binder around her elbows. 

The promise of freedom or at least relative freedom had danced in front of cherry now it was gone pulled cruelly away. She was back to square one bound as tight as ever. even worse had the nurse managed somehow to get it tighter. Cherry was totally helpless to stop anything that the nurses wanted to do to her. Rachel double checked all the leather bonds handcuffs and plugs one last time, pulling a buckle or two a notch tighter here and there making sure that cherry was a model compliant patient. "You better get used to being heavily Restrained," Rachel said. "We are going to have so much fun with you." 

Observation 2

Cherry was resting in a warm comfortable bed. She felt serine at peace comfortable. The mildest hint of a long forgotten nightmare was at the back of her mind, but it didn’t matter, she thought she could hear bird song or something foot steps someone was coming to see her. With a loud clang Cherry was woken up. It was the sound of the cell door slamming, her reality was a nightmare and her dream almost forgotten. Rachel and Kelly had returned it was another day. 

Cherry could feel every inch of her stringent bondage and she could not do a single thing about any of it. Her shoulder blades were wrenched back she could feel the muscles burning. Cherry could feel the knots in her back where he shoulder blades were pushed together the stretching of her skin around her chest and shoulder as they were drawn back unnaturally. Cherry felt the pressure of her upper arms her biceps touching her back. Her muscles spasmed aching for release but no release was in site. Her back curved in a tight arch every bone in her spine sang with a dull ache. Cherry’s elbows were tightly touching she could feel the pressure of the belt wrapped around them, with the buckle digging into her skin. All over her skin the glue was causing little inches that cherry could not scratch it was maddening. 

The tightness of the hinged handcuffs was an unpleasant agony a circle of pain pulling on each wrist. The handcuffs pinched the skin, if cherry could have struggled against them she would have worn her skin raw. Particularly unpleasant was the feel of the metal against the bones in her delicate wrist the cuffs seemed to be trying to pull her bones out of there sockets. The pressure across her tendons was even worse, even if the thumbless mittens were removed cherry doubted she would have the strength to grasp a sponge let alone a key.

Cherry’s legs ached from the tips of her toes up to her hips and ass. Her poor toes were arched in an uncomfortable endpoint position like a ballet dancer her toes squished so tightly together she could barely feel the tips. The only sensation in cherry’s feet were the cramps in her feet where her toes meet the tight curve of the foot and her ankles were folded back in tight little boots on the ends of the leg binders. The boots were far to small but cherry was in no position to resist. Her feet arched they had no choice the toes of the boots tightly strapped to her elbows. 

The hinged hand cuffs sank deep into the flesh round Cherry’s ankles. she could feel the metal pressing into her tightly pulled tendons and tight into the bones in her feet. There was not a millimetre of give in any of the restraints. The muscles in her calf and thigh were stretched, a dull ache in every nerve and tendon. The position sculpted her muscles into a solid knotted mass broken by the odd twitch, under leather and more leather. The itch from the glue made her inner thighs and buttocks twitch and tremble. There was a dull ach in Cherry’s lower back and in her hips. Cherry’s weight came down and rested on her hip bones and pubic mound pushed against the rough canvass it added another layer to her torment.

Cherry’s world was blackness and silence. She could see nothing, not even the hint of light. She could feel the blind fold pushing firmly against her eyelids pushing on the bridge of her nose and the corners of her eye sockets, with a merciless unrelenting pressure. Her ears were covered with pads ,pushing down on them it felt like she was in a swimming pool with her head under water any noise was a faint echo from across the other side of a room she was completely isolated. 

Cherry’s jaw ached, it had been stretched to its limit for so long. Her lips formed a massive O. Her cheeks ached from being stretched round the ball. The ball was so big and round, Cherry’s lips had been spread so wide her top and bottom teeth sank into the ball. Her tong was pushed to the bottom of her mouth she tried to pull it back as a reflex action but there was no room in her mouth. Cherry was drooling with no way to stop, tight straps cut into every piece of flesh adding another dull ache under the tight hood. Cherry’s neck was stretched in to an elegant swan like arch, the muscles in the back of her neck protested merry hell from the prolonged and enforced position.

Cherry’s breasts were aching made very sensitive from there contact with the rough padded canvas floor. Her nipples were as hard as two bullets from the sensation. The straps from the arm binder cut into her skin just above her breasts, it was so tight she would get no release the leather binder was completely escape proof. However by far the worst pain was from Cherry’s poor swollen stomach. The skin over her tummy was stretched tight as a drum. Her round belly pushed into the canvas the exact amount of soapy water couldn’t be guessed but it felt like gallons to poor cherry. Added to that was the weight of her body and all the steel and leather restraints. Her Insides felt like they had been tied in knots. There was immense pressure on her bladder, she wanted to go desperately but she was tightly catheterised and the catheter was clamped shut.

Cherry’s muscles spasmed and she pushed against the inflated butt plug. She may as well have been pushing against a bank vault door, it wouldn’t give her any release it was sealed completely. Cherry tensed her buttocks her stomach rumbled with involuntary spasms she was getting desperate she had no way out.

Cherry screamed at the top of her lungs, no sound could be herd. She bit down on the gag with all the force she could muster, the gag did not move in any way. Cherry struggled with all her strength against the back breaking hog tie, she tensed her arms and her legs and her back she twisted this way and that. In a minute she was exhausted with a sheet of sweat covering all her exposed skin but she had not moved half an inch from where she was laying a minute ago.

Slowly Cherry’s mind began to come back, she began to calm down the sensations from the numerous aches and cramps grew more manageable. Cherry thought to her self, She was going to see the duty psychiatrist. The duty psychiatrist was hopefully a nice sane woman and not another bondage enthusiast, who hopefully wasn’t a raving lunatic that simply wanted to wrap poor Cherry in more layers of restraints. Not that cherry’s imagination could conceive of any way It could possibly get any worse.

Rachel unstrapped the buckle joining the hood to Cherry’s elbows. Rachel began to loosen and remove the stiff hood and collar over Cherry’s head. With all the layers of
locks buckles, belts and laces it was a slow exercise, but after an extended period 
Rachel pulled the leather hood off Cherry’s head followed by the panel gag. Then finally with a great deal of effort the ball gag came free with a loud audible pop.

Rachel sad down on the floor. Cherry’s lips were so dry she could barely speak. Cherry spent about a minute working her jaw. Rachel had undone the leash as well. Cherry gasped and coughed Finally cherry whimpered ".. p.. pp pl… Please... le..  let me go I have learnt my lesson . I need some relief .. Please my tummy it hurts like you couldn’t believe I’m bursting its agony please .  I won't try to get away, I don’t care if you keep me restrained like this forever , gag me again tighter but please release the plug." Cherry squirmed her body around to try and show Rachel her distended stomach. Rachel simply Smiled.

Rachel spoke to Kelly “Looks like our patient has learnt her first lesson and some manners”. Kelly smiled “we could leave her like this for another hour or too”. A look of fear passed across Cherry’s face. 

Rachel shook her head “Doctor Maximus doesn’t like them squirming, while she is trying to conduct an assessment, lets get her on the trolley then get her empty.” The two nurses wheeled in a trolley about three feet high. Cherry was picked up like a sack of potatoes Kelly holding her shoulders and Rachel holding her hogtied wrists. Cherry was  dumped on the trolley and secured there with two tight straps. A bucket was brought, a tube was attached to the buttplug and the catheter .Cherry was finally allowed to relieve the built up pressure. For the first time in 18 hours she was relatively comfortable, even though the plug and catheter were not removed.

Cherry was feeling very very vulnerable naked and restrained in heavy bondage. Rachel brought in a chair and set it down opposite to the trolley. Kelly brought in a bundle of notes and left them on the chair. Both nurses had stopped there banter they were all business, the duty psychiatrist Dr Maximus was due soon.

Cherry herd the click click click of high heels on a hard floor. The two nurses disappeared. Cherry kept quiet. Cherry saw only a glimpse of the doctor as she entered the room, and sat down in the chair.

Doctor Maximus was a striking woman she had a trim figure black five and a half inch pencil heels with thin elegant straps. She moved in a confident and assertive manner. She had well shaped ankles and calf’s a tight knee length skirt black as well. The skirt showed the outline of a firm round ass, Cherry could see Dark hose. The doctor had a tight cream coloured blouse that showed a thin waist and covered two large firm orbs. The doctor wore an unbuttoned lab coat. Cherry looked up she noted the thin glasses the blond hair then Cherry’s breath drew cold. 

Cherry looked directly into doctor Maximus’s face. Doctor Maximus could have been in her early thirties. The woman had a prominent deep scar just above her right eye travelling down her right cheek one inch. The doctor was lucky to have kept her right eye, another millimetre and she would have lost it. . She wore lipstick and eye shadow but did nothing to hide or exaggerate the Scars.

Cherry found herself trying to look away, look at anything but the scars. Doctor Maximus introduced herself, she had a firm authoritarian voice “I am doctor Ivona Maximus I am the duty psychiatrist. You are the one that failed the psychiatric test. You failed it very badly, that is the portions of the test that you actually took. You even tried to avoid taking it. You made so many many mistakes, it is good for you. you have shown your true colours and now we can help you. You are now no danger to others or yourself, tightly restrained like this you do not have to worry about anything for a few months at least”.

Cherry went cold her hart dropped, the duty physiatrist was another nut who wanted to keep her wrapped up. “Please I haven’t done anything” cherry blurted out. The doctor retorted “That is the point of the test to catch people like you before you have the opportunity to do anything”.

Cherry tried another tactic “I’m not mad”. The doctor cut her off “I have incontrovertible proof you are mad, I have your test results, society has burdened you with two many responsibilities, We will not burden you with responsibilities you are safe and secure you will remain so at my discretion and at my pleasure.”

Cherry became hysterical she knew that the doctor had already made up her mind, “I’m a grown woman not a baby you cant do this to me” she shouted at the doctor. Doctor Maximus got up from her chair and stroked Cherry across the forehead. “You are not a woman you are a very bad girl, as a result you must be encased within These special restraints you must be reduced to a helpless state like a errant child”. Cherry began to Cry Doctor Maximus continued to stoke Cherry’s head “in time you will see that I am correct, the steel and leather will bend your mind as they so effectively bend that lovely body of yours”. Doctor Maximus hand began to stroke Cherry’s shoulder. 

Cherry stared deeply into the Doctors eyes. The doctor continued “I will tell you a little history, a patient that failed the same psychiatric test as you gave me this scar. Before that woman snapped they doubted the validly or the reasoning behind my psychiatric examination technique, but now they do not”. The doctor elaborated “A regulation Straight jacket applied as tightly as humanly possible was not enough. even correctly restrained a patient was able to break a glass window with her elbow, then cut herself free with a shard of glass.” Doctor Maximus’s eyes narrowed “then this patient did this to me with the shard of glass”.

Cherry tried to pull away from her restraints, the look in the doctors eyes was scary. The doctor smiled “now we use proper restraints. In fact the patient that did this to me is restrained as you are now and has been continually restrained for nearly 13 months. She is doing well with various intensive and radical therapies I have devised.” The doctor stopped for a second she paused. Then she shook herself and continued “in fact she may only need 24 or 36 more months of tight restraint and intensive therapies’ before she is cured”.

Doctor Maximus looked at her notes “its time for your prescription miss, you need to have a few oversights taken care of first. The hog tie is far, far to lose. To get the best therapeutic result it must be far tighter, as strict as possible. Also we will immobilise your legs properly with the addition of a knee spreader, every last bit of movement must be eliminated. The vulnerability it creates will have a beneficial physiological effect.”

Cherry’s mind was racing, the mad doctor was going to make her situation even worse. “You need quiet time to think, the gag you have is just not up to it. We will get rid of the simple training gag and provide you with a proper one”.

Cherry stammered questioningly “a proper gag”?
Doctor Maximus smiled “Yes with a far larger ball and a tighter harness, also it will have a feeding tube and a special something extra. The panel gag can also stay, also a tight little rubber hood over that lot will do wonders. Then we will add a proper leather hood over the top of that then maybe a secure metal bridal to finish the job properly. We will have you fitted with a proper feeding tube so we wont need to bother you by removing your hood again.” Cherry was terrified beyond words, They would fit her with a more restrictive hood and then they wouldn’t remove it for nearly 2 months.

Doctor Maximus squeezed Cherry’s Large right breast, “To help you concentrate we can add some nice stimulation to those breasts of yours, some very tight rubber straps and the ratchet nipple clamps would be good. Cherry’s lips formed an O but no sound came out. The doctor continued “You are used to a buttplug now we can fit you with a proper one the right size, far larger. A plug with a double seal would be good for you.” Cherry’s brain refused to accept what she had just herd. The doctor continued “I am prescribing you a series of long duration high volume enemas, we can go through everything from Abraxo cleaner to concentrated chilli sauce. You can easily take a volume twice what you were given yesterday.” Cherry’s mouth opened again still no words came out her mind refused to believe it. “Once a day you will be emptied and refilled it will only take half an hour. Just think for 23 and a half hours a day that stomach of yours will be nice and full.” The doctors hand traced down the side of Cherry’s tummy.

Cherry’s brain began telling her it was all a mistake any minute now she would be released, there would be an apology and she could forget the last 24 hours. But that wasn’t going to happen all that was going to happen was the doctor would continue with her prescription. “In conjunction with the high volume of water I am prescribing a two hour massage three times a day when you are full to bursting point nothing pushes the benefits of an enema home like a thorough massage. Rachel will have her hands all over your helpless sexy body, in time you will come to like it as the only human contact you get”.

The doctor sat back down and tapped her clip board against the chair as a signal. A second or two later and Rachel and Kelly walked back into the padded cell with a duffle bag. The doctor sat down to enjoy the show.

Cherry begged for mercy “Please Rachel you don’t need to do this, it tight enough”. Rachel looked at the doctor the doctor nodded. Rachel turned to cherry “Sorry miss doctors orders you need to be more secure, I’m going to make you arch your back a bit more. You can still wiggle your feet when you struggle, the curve of your spine isn’t quite right I’m going to correct that”. Rachel moved behind Cherry she grabbed the two narrow straps from small "D" rings that were sewn into the toes of the leather leggings. Rachelle released the locks on them. Then Rachel pulled both straps very tight using all her body weight she pulled the hogtie even tighter , getting about 2 inches on each strap. causing Cherry to arch her sexy body further back causing more discomfort in her legs and feet. Rachel now very slowly locked each strap there was no chance of escape.

Sweat and tears trickled down Cherry’s face she looked up at Rachel “Please this is enough”. Rachel Smiled “Miss, let me explain the knee spreader, you still have a little movement in those legs of yours, we need to get rid of that also we need the best possible access to that back door of yours”. Rachel touched the base of the butt plug with the tip of her finger. “And miss as an added bonus If you think your hog tie is tight just wait a few minute”. Cherry thought Rachel was mad it couldn’t get any worse, but she had been wrong before.

Kelly went to get the knee spreader from the duffle bag. The knee spreader was made of stainless steel and came in three sections, two large oval hoops and a complex bar that appeared to have some internal mechanism. Quickly and efficiently nurse Rachel applied an oval clamp to Cherry’s right knee, fitting the oval metal cuff over Cherry’s doubled up leg then twisting a locking handle to apply it tightly near the knee joint. Quickly Rachel applied the ovals twin to cherry’s left knee over the double up knee joint. It took a few seconds for cherry to notice the tightness of the restraint over and above the leg binder but she felt the dull pressure on her knee joints. 

Nurse Rachel held up the spreader bar it was an inch thick steel tube. One end of it fitted with a click into the left cuff. then Rachel and Kelly forced cherry’s knees further apart. The thick steel tube was fitted into the second locking point with a loud click . Cherry could not believe how uncomfortable her new position was, the hog tie was far tighter. There was an uncomfortable amount of pressure on her hips and far more pressure on her ankles they were being pulled in two directions at once now. 

Rachel went to the bag, she produced a handle that ended in a star key. Rachel looked at the doctor, the doctor nodded. Rachel Inserted the handle in the centre of the rod and began to turn it. The bar creaked then the bar began to extend. All this time cherry was sobbing hysterically. Soon the poor patients legs were at an angle of 90 degrees to each other. This had tightened the hogtie immensely. There were shooting pains in Cherry’s arms shoulders and back. Rachel looked at the doctor, doctor Maximus nodded. Rachel continued to turn the Handel soon Cherry’s legs were at an angle of 100 degrees, she looked like she was beginning to attempt the splits. The pain in Cherry’s arms shoulders and back, had gone up to another level. Cherry was beginning to see spots. The doctor watched the show scooting about on her chair rubbing her legs together. Rachel looked at the doctor waiting.

Doctor Maximus paused for a second as if considering then she nodded. Rachel continued to turn the Handel until cherry’s bent legs were at an angle of 110 degrees.  Cherry finally began to form coherent words “P.. please.. no more please” her face was read from the stress position. Rachel looked closely at Cherry then turned to doctor Maximus “should we try 120 degree’s doctor?”. The doctor considered it for a second. “No we don’t want to break her, later at some point we will tighten it , but for now Cherry is getting the full therapeutic effect. Some patients can go to 145 degrees but for now lock off The knee spreader”. Cherry Actually berthed a sigh of relief as nurse Rachel removed the handle and locked a padlock into the spreader bar to stop it moving. 

Doctor Maximus got up from her chair “its time for your gag Cherry, your going to be quiet and peace full for a long time to come”. Rachel went to the duffle bag dug around inside it then returned. She had a red rubber ball with straps and a short tube coming out of it. The gag must have been half an inch larger in diameter than the previous gag far bigger than anything Cherry believed she could take.
 
"Look, I promise I won't …," Cherry pleaded. Rachel interrupted her "This is called a Discipline feeding gag, miss." Rachel explained. "It is designed to wedged into your mouth to its limit. Once this goes in, you will be very very quiet like a good little girl." 

Doctor Maximus slowly hitched up her tight skirt, until cherry could see the doctors garter tops and tight silk panties. Slowly the doctor worked her panties of her hips down to knee level then stepped out of them. The doctor adjusted her skirt back and came closer to Cherry. Cherry could see that the silk garment was wet, the doctor was getting excited at cherry’s predicament.

The doctor nodded, Rachel put her elbow into Cherry’s back and grabbed her hair pulling her head back. Cherry’ mouth opened involuntarily as her neck was jerked 
roughly back. Once her mouth opened, Doctor Maximus pushed the bundle of wet silk into Cherry’s mouth. Cherry’s tong was covered in black silk and doctor Maximu’s arousal. Cherry remembered doctor Maximus comment about something extra. 

Before cherry could try to spit out the black knickers, Rachel expertly began to Force the gag into Cherry’s unwilling mouth. Cherry realised she would spend the next 2 months tasting nothing but silk knickers and Doctor Maximus. After five minutes struggling the discipline ball forced Cherry’s jaw wide enough to accept the gag. Cherry groaned seeing the tubing coming out from the gag ball. Rachel pulled the main strap of the gag around Cherry’s head, it was far thicker than the last gag. It was soon buckled and locked as tightly as possible with all the other straps from the ball, over Cherry’s head and under her chin. Cherry could not make a sound but she knew it would continue to get worse.

Rachel picked up a heavy piece of thick rubber, it was four inches square. On 
two sides it had four shining buckles, It had a small metal grommet dead centre. Rachel guided the tube from the feeding gag through the grommet and placed the rubber square over Cherry’s mouth and buckled it tight, pressing the gag even deeper.

Rachel and Kelly diapered for a second then returned with a thick rubber hood. The hood had a hole for the feeding tube and a hole for cherry’s nostrils. Rachel spoke “It’s time for your Rubber hood, you need its tight embrace. It’s is going to cover your face like a second skin. There are small holes for you to breathe through and for us to feed you. You are going to be enjoying this little hood for the rest of your observation. 
It took the two nurse 2 minutes to guide the feeding tube in. stretch the hood over Cherry’s head then remove all the wrinkles from the hood. Cherry was already sealed under 3 layers of gagging paraphernalia but the nurse were still a long way from complete.

Cherry’s mind began to cycle through options, she had none at that point. She could still hear Rachel’s voice, "It time for your leather hood. Its going to cover your face like a tight drum, again there are small holes for you to breathe through and for us to feed you.  This will also be with you for the rest of your observation. Cherry could not see the hood it was black with more straps and rings all over it, it had an inbuilt severe posture collar. Rachel brought the leather Hood over the face of the heavily restrained patient. Cherry could feel it through the rubber. Rachel loosened all the laces and brought the hood over cherry’s rubbery face. The feeding tube was guided through a hole in the hood. There was nothing Cherry could do as the leather was pulled over her. The leather accommodated the patient with larger fitted pads for her eyes. And even Thicker padding over the stuffing filling Cherry’s mouth. The hood was finished off with straps, laces and pad locks .

Kelly went over to the duffle bag and removed a sack about the size of a foot ball. She handed the bundle to Rachel. Rachel removed the ultimate gag a metal bridal from its home inside the padded sack. The bridal was made of surgical stainless steel. The device was constructed from numerous rings and ovals in the shape of a woman’s head. It was based around an elegant oval, that would fit over a woman’s head from under her chin to the top of her scull. Then it could be tightened with screws on the top and bottom. All the other sections were mounted at 90 degrees to this section and opened at the back. A thin section would go over the crown of the head pressing into the temples the next section was like a blindfold and would cover the victims face at eye level. The last section would be at the same level as the mouth but it was far wider it would cover the cheeks and had a hole for the feeding gag. There were various ways of tightening the metal straps from the back. Also there were several D rings as the back of the bridal to secure it, the device was another invention of doctor Maximus.

Rachel and Kelly stretched the springy steel cage open then carefully fitted it over Cherry’s head. Over the top of the leather hood which was on top of the rubber hood which was on top of the panel gag which was on top of the giant ball gag. They made sure that the feeding tube went through the specially designed hole. They would not have to remove the entire head restraint for 2 whole months. The bridal was lined up carefully by Rachel, It was like a cage over Cherry’s head. Rachel brought the two halves of the top band together behind Cherry’s head they fitted together snugly and without a gap. It took all the strength Rachel possessed to close the second band over Cherry’s head above her nose parallel with her eyes. The steel resisted until the two ends met and clicked together. It took Both Rachel and Kelly working together in a practiced movement to close the final wide band over Cherry’s mouth.

Kelly handed Rachel a key, Rachel smiled she put the key in a slot at the top of the steel bridal. Turn by turn Rachel increased the pressure on the oval gripping cherry’s head. The leather began to bulge either side of the steel. Rachel began to tighten the top most band covering the crown on Cherry’s hooded head. Cherry was in an indescribable and futile panic her whole head was now trapped in a merciless steel vice. Rachel tightened it as far as she could. The second band forced padding into Cherry’s ears the last bit of sound was gone. The third and final band was tightened pushing the gag further in and welding the entire lot solid. Rachel applied padlocks to every part of the bridal it wasn’t going any where. The leather of the hood was tightly and dramatically framed by the shining stainless steel, leather covered flesh bulged from every gap in the merciless bridal. Rachel ran a belt-width strap from a D ring at the top of Cherry’s steel bridal and looped it into the D ring at Cherry’s elbow that held her arched feet. Rachel shortened the strap, Cherry’s neck arched farther back, when there was no more room Rachel locked the strap.

Rachel and Kelly braced themselves, the two nurses undid the straps holding cherry to the trolley. Rachel got a good grip on the spreader bar with both hands. Kelly got a good grip round Cherry’s bound arms. The nurse carefully raised cherry of the trolley. Then they laid her down on one side. They rotated her round so she was on her back spread helpless and available. Kelly wheeled the trolley away while Rachel began to search in the duffle bag.

Rachel pulled two wide thick rubber straps out of the duffle bag, along with two nipple clamps on a six inch chain and 4 padlocks. Rachel quickly set to work looping a rubber strap over the base of Cherry’s right breast. Rachel pulled the wide strap tighter and tighter until Cherry’s right breast looked like a over inflated balloon. Rachel was enjoying her self. She pulled the strap on the right breast tighter then put a padlock through the strap’s buckle it wasn’t coming off. Rachel repeated the same exercise on cherry’s left breast. When Cherry’s tits were a bulging matching pair Rachel locked the strap on the left breast as well. Rachel bent down and took Cherry’s right nipple in her mouth, she began to suck it playing with the nipple with little flicks of her tongue. Kelly did the same to the left nipple. With a practiced ease both nurse drew back and tightly applied the nipple clamps, in one smooth movement pleasure turned to pain. Two more clicks and two small padlocks guaranteed that the clamps would be staying for a long time.

Rachel looked at Kelly. The nurse went to the duffle bag and removed a very large plug and some other supplies, she threw them to Rachel. Rachel deflated the giant buttplug then slowly slid it from its tight home. The plug was wrapped in a towel and putt to one side. Rachel put on a pair of long rubber gloves. Rachel examined the new buttplug it was very menacing it was twice as thick as the original and even longer it had large inflatable ridges every inch. The plug had a double seal on it which when inflated would prevent it from being removed. The plug had several other special features that Cherry would soon be experiencing. Rachel spoke but doubted that Cherry could hear her “You need to be properly sealed up Miss doctors orders”. Even though Cherry couldn’t hear the nurse she knew what was coming, she wasn’t going to like it and she had no way of stopping it. 

Rachel got out a big jar of lubricant the nurse applied it to the plug. Cherry felt the tip of the plug touch her ass, it was a monster. Rachel pushed, cherry felt the tip of the plug disappear into her ass. Inch by inch the plug disappeared inch by inch Cherry was stretched. Cherry felt the ridges tickling her as they went in. The plug only half way in was enormous, from cherry’s perspective it seemed to last forever then finally Rachel had the plug all the way home. Rachel wasn’t nearly finished she pulled the plug halfway out and then forced it in with a push. Slowly Rachel pulled the plug out again, until just the tip was left in Cherry. Then with a firm push she slid the monster home again. Rachel continued for ten minutes repeating this exercise. Cherry was getting hot and horney from the stimulation then Rachel stopped. Rachel pushed the plug all the way in then put a handle in the base of the plug. 

Rachel turned the handle slowly, a screw and cog mechanism inside the plug deployed about a dozen blunt rubber spikes into the side of Cherry’s rectum. it was very uncomfortable and completely unavoidable. The plug was mechanically locked in place. Rachel took out the key and attached a pump to the plug. Rachel started working the pump soon the body of the plug was a lot larger and cherry was a lot worse off. The plug extended from Cherry’s ass about half an inch. There was a collar of inflated rubber around the base of the plug, she was sealed from both sides. Rachel removed the pump. Rachel got a set of belts out of the duffle bag. One went snugly around Cherry’s waist. The other belt was Y shaped, the centre of the Y had a Ring in it, the ring went over the base of the plug. The two straps Forming a V shape framed Cherry’s pussy. Cherry was still catheterised, a single strap went between cherry’s ass cheeks and connected to the waist belt. All the belts were tightened thoroughly then padlocked shut driving the giant plug further into Cherry’s tight ass making it impossible to remove.

Cherry had no illusions, it was still going to get far worse. Cherry’s definition of uncomfortable or relative comfort changed and evolved from moment to moment. Kelly returned with two large buckets of hot soapy water. Rachelle picked up a rubber pump with two tubes attached. Rachel attached one end of the pump to the butt plug then dropped the other end into one of the buckets of hot soapy water. It took Rachel fifteen minutes to drain one bucket then another 20 minutes to almost drain the second. By the time the nurses were finished Cherry had a small potbelly from the volume of water. Rachel looked at Kelly “lets not waist this water”. Rachel unclipped the end of the catheter. Then Kelly filled a syringe with warm water. Rachel used the catheter to filled Cherry’s bladder with warm soapy water. Rachel repeated this process until all the soapy water had been used up. Then Rachel removed the syringe and clamped the catheter shut. Kelly took a bottle containing a nutritional formula then connected it to the feeding tube running from the complex gag. Kelly patted Cherry on the head.

Doctor Maximus watched from her chair while Nurses Rachel and Kelly began a two hour massage session. The nurses worked there hands over Cherry’s bloated stomach, rubbing her belly causing friction then kneading her flesh like dough. The nurses touched every sensitive part of Cherry no mater how much pain it caused. Cherry felt like an object a giant stress ball being squeezed. Rachel took of her shoes and socks then used her feet to kneed poor Cherry’s stomach. Rachel stood down after five minutes it was almost more than Cherry could bare.

Nurse Kelly began to apply pressure to cherry’s sides, like a form of acupuncture Cherry tried to pull away but couldn’t as the blond put her long hails to good work. Rachel’s  put a little oil on her hands and began to work on the centre of Cherry’s bloated tummy. Kelly switched tactics she put an aroma therapy oil over the hood next to cherry’s nostrils. Then Kelly began to work round the edge of Cherry’s distended stomach folding the skin gently over working round her helpless body. Rachel changed technique using her thumbs around Cherry’s navel in a rolling motion. They switched location Kelly began to apply a deep pressure technique to Cherry’s lower abdomen while Rachel worked on her breasts applying shear compression then tension in various directions. The nurse continued seemingly without stopping, Belly stomach breasts ass even cherry’s pussy the nurse hands roamed everywhere over cherry’s helpless body. Cherry couldn’t do anything about it. Her mind and body was going haywire from the sensations pain then pleasure, then pain pleasure. 2 more months of this would send her round the bend and back again.


